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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ever since the development of Automata theory, workers In the 
field have been looking at the problem of finding a simpler machine B 
than a given machine A, but still capable of performing all tasks done 
by A. "Simpler" has been interpreted in various different ways. A 
device consisting of a number of smaller machines interconnected in 
certain ways may be considered as simpler than the given machine A. 
This gives rise to decomposition theory of automata where the component 
machines are interconnected in a loop-free or series-parallel manner, 
pursued in [1-6, 8, 9]. 
Hartmanis-Stearns [4] and Zeiger [9] approach the problem with the 
goal of actually finding realizations of a machine from series-parallel 
connections of smaller components. Krohn-Rhodes [5] develop a theory 
with the goal of finding a universal class of building blocks in the 
sense that each machine can be realized as a series-parallel connection 
of machines in this universal class. 
This is an informal discussion of the decomposition theory. For 
exact definitions of the terms used, refer to the Section 2: Termi-
nology and Notation, of this work. 
The Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem [5] states that any semi-
automaton A can be simulated by a series-parallel connection B of 
flip-flops and "irreducible" permutation semiautomata whose semigroups 
are "prime" divisors of the semigroup S of the semiautomaton A, It was 
1 
2 
conjectured that only "those components which are covered by A would be 
needed in the construction of B. The irreducible permutation semi-
automata used in B are covered only by the completion of A. Also the 
flip-flop may be required in the construction of B though the flip-
flop is not covered by A. 
We concern ourselves with the following problem. Given a semi-
automaton A and a set tfl of semlautomata, under what conditions is it 
possible to construct a semiautomaton B by taking series-parallel 
connections of the semiautomata in 171 such that the semiautomaton A can 
be simulated by B? One version of the Krohn-Rhodes theorem [5] is 
Theorem: A e SP(ffl), the series-parallel closure of #2, if 
(1) For each simple group K which divides the monoid M of A, 
there is a B in Vfl such that K divides the monoid M of B. 
(2) W e til where W is the complete two-state identity reset or the 
complete flip-flop. 
(3) the semiautomata in fit axe complete. 
The necessity of some of these conditions is also shown. It is proved 
that the condition (1) is necessary and the W in (2) is actually needed 
whenever its monoid M divides n . However, the question of whether 
one actually needs the complete machines required in (3) is left open. 
W Also why does one need W when W is not covered by A or M does not 
divide MA. 
In a complete semiautomaton A - (Q,I,f), for each transformation 
of the state set Q given by a string t in I*, there is an input letter 
'a' in I which gives the same transformation of Q. The standard 
3 
semiautomaton of a monoid is complete. Thus in the case of standard 
semiautomata, the monoid of the semiautomaton is used as a measure for 
the complexity of the semiautomaton. However the number of inputs 
available to a semiautomaton can make a difference in the capability 
of the semiautomaton as is shown by the following example. 
Consider two permutation semiautomata A and B, each having 5 
states namely 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The semiautomaton A has a single input 
'a* which is a five-cycle on the state set Q of A. The semiautomaton 
B, however, has the identity input also. 
Both A and B have the same monoid namely the cyclic group of order 5. 
But in the series-parallel closure SP(A) we can get only a mod 5 
counter and no better whereas in the series-parallel closure SP(B) we 
can construct a mod 25 counter, in fact we can construct 5 counters 
for all integer n. Thus A and B have essentially different capa-
bilities. 
4 
Also the question arises if the semiautomaton C is more powerful 
than B, where C, with 5 different inputs, is the completion of A and we 
can ask the same question for semiautomata with different number of 
inputs. 
C: 
I - {e, a^, a2, a3> a^} 
a2 
a3 
a4 
e 
B 
t S 
83 
S I 
2 
a l 
3 
a l 
4 
a l 
5 
a l 
It is shown that C e SP(B), i.e. with series-parallel connections we 
can do using B whatever can be done using C. In fact we show that for 
any semiautomaton X, whose semigroup is a cyclic group, and which has 
2 input letters which are distinct transformations of the state set, 
then the complete machine X lies in SP(X). 
Further, if 771 is a set of semiautomata whose semigroups are 
cyclic groups, then if one of these semiautomata has 2 inputs with 
distinct transformations, then we can get the complete semiautomaton 
on each of these semiautomata in SP(#t). This result solves the case 
for a semiautomaton A whose monoid M is a solvable group. We can say 
exactly what components are needed for its construction. For each 
simple group K which divides n we need a semiautomaton whose monoid 
is K and one of these semiautomata must have 2 inputs with distinct 
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transformations. This leaves the non-abellan simple group case to be 
solved. 
The question of exactly when the complete flip-flop W is needed 
for the construction of a given semiautomaton is more complicated. In 
the case of groupfree semiautomata, a hierarchy of groupfree semi-
automata which do not have the capability of the flip-flop W is esta-
blished. An equivalence relation among semiautomata based on their 
capability is studied and some insight is gained into the structure 
of semiautomata with the help of the equivalence classes. In this 
relation, we make no distinction between a semiautomaton and its com-
pletion. 
Finally we consider the groupfree semiautomata distinctly from their 
completion. We obtain some results about the structure of partially 
ordered semiautomata. Some results are proved for sets of semiautomata 
which have both groupfree semiautomata and permutation semiautomata. 
2. TERMINOLOGY AND NOTATION 
Basically we follow the definitions and notations given in [3] 
(A. Ginzburg). Function f restricted to the set S is denoted by f \S. 
Cardinality of S is denoted by |S|. 
A _A A 
Definition 1: A finite semiautomaton A « (Q , i , f ) consists of a 
finite set Q of "states," a finite set r of "inputs" and a transition 
function f: Q x i -*• Q . The transition function f can be given by 
A A ,A 
a set of functions from Q into Q indexed by the elements of r . The 
A A A A 
function from Q into Q indexed by 'a' in I is denoted by a . We 
shall omit the superscript A whenever it is clear from the context. 
f(q,a) is abbreviated to qa for q in Q and 'a' in I. 
Definition 2: Let A, B be semlautomata. B is called a subsemiautomaton 
of A if IBC= rA, Q B C : Q A , and aB - aA f* QB, the restriction of the 
A B B 
function a to the set Q for all 'a' in I . B is called a non-trivial 
subsemiautomaton if I • i and |Q |>|Q |>1. 
Definition 3; Let A, B be semiautomata. B is called a homomorphic 
image of A if there are functions h: Q •> Q and G: I •*• Jr such that 
h is onto and h bB - (G(b)A)h for each 'b' in IB, i.e., for all q e QA 
and all b e I , (h(q))b - h(qG(b)). h is called a homomorphism from 
A onto B. 
We say that B divides A, (A covers B) in symbols B|A, if B is a 
homomorphic image of a subsemiautomaton of A. 
6 
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Definition 4: A partition II of the state set Q is called an admissible 
partition of the semiautomaton A if for all X in II and 'a' in I, XacY 
for some Y in n, 
The quotient semiautomaton B - A/n has the state set as II, the 
input set as I and the transition function for 'a' in I is given by 
X a • Y if X a C Y . (Y is unique since II is a partition). Then B is 
a homomorphic image of A. 
Definition 5; The semigroup £> of a semiautomaton A is the transforma-
tion semigroup generated by {a : a e l } under composition of mappings. 
A A A 
The monoid M~ of A is the semigroup S of A together with e , the 
A. 
identity on Q , if it is not already in the semigroup. 
Definition 6: Let A be a semiautomaton. The completion of A is the 
semiautomaton A such that Q = Q , Tr « M^ and for t in M , t •» t , 
i.e., A has the same state set and the same transition function but 
the input set is enlarged to include the monoid M^. If S is a semigroup, 
the standard semiautomaton A(S) of the semigroup is (S, S, f) with 
f(s., s«) «= s.s„ for s.s_ in S. The machine of a monoid is always 
complete. 
Definition 7: Let S, T be semigroups. S divides T, in symbols S|T, 
iff S is a homomorphic image of subsemigroup of T. S is called a 
subgroup of T iff S is a subsemigroup of T and S is a group. For 
semiautomata A and B, if A divides B then M^ divides M . 
Definition 8; A finite semigroup S is combinational or group-free iff 
all its subgroups are trivial or equlvalently if there is a positive 
integer p - p(S) such that sp • s ^ for all s in S. A semiautomaton 
8 
is group-free iff its semigroup S is group-free. In other words there 
is no input string in I* which can permute a subset P of states such 
that |P|>2. 
Definition 9: Let A, B be semiautomata. Given a connecting function 
A _A B 
w: Q x Jr -*• I , the series-parallel connection or the cascade, product 
A B _A (A»B) is the semiautomaton with state set Q x Q , inputs i and the 
A B transitions given by (p, q) a • (pa, q(p, a)w) for (p, q) in Q x Q 
and a in l . The parallel connection A x B is the semiautomaton with 
the state set Q x Q , input set r x I and the transitions given by 
(p,q)(a,b) • (pa,qb) for (p,q) e Q x Q and (a,b) e I x I . 
Definition 10; Let G: I -*• i be a mapping of two input alphabets. 
Given a semiautomaton A <* (Q, I , f), then GA is defined to be the 
semiautomaton (Q, I, f ) with the same state set, Q, input alphabet I 
and the transition function f' given by f'(q, a) • f(q, G(a)) for all 
q in Q and a in I. GA is a homomorphic image of A or GA|A. 
The mapping G is used as input coding while making the series-
parallel connections of semiautomata. GA can be thought of as a 
series connection of the form 
I. 
where G is a combinational network which translates letters of I into 
letters of Jr. 
Definition 11; Let 7/1 be a set of semiautomata. The series-parallel 
closure SP(flt) of fll is given by 
SP(t7l) - {j{8*tmt i - 1,2,3,...} 
9 
where 
SP1(W) - ffl 
and SP -070 - \ X: where X - A»B or X|A, where 
1 x
 * A,B in SP1(f»L) 
3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
For each semiautomaton A • (Q, I, f) we define the marked 
semigroup MS whose elements are pairs, the left coordinate is the 
length of the string t in I* and the right coordinate is the mapping 
A A A t ; Q -»• Q and two elements are composed as follows: 
(n,tA) * (m,tA) = (m+n, (t^,/) 
A B A length preserving homomorphism (LP homomorphism) h: MS •*• MS 
is described by specifying a homomorphism, also called h, from M to M 
A B (the right hand side of MS and MS respectively) which can be extended 
to the domain MS by preserving lengths, i.e., 
A_ 
h(n,s.) « (n,h(s.)) for all (n,s.) in MS 
A B A 
If MS and MS are two marked semigroups, then MS is said to 
divide MS , written MS |MS , iff there is a LP homomorphism from a 
B A 
subsemigroup of MS onto MS . 
Proposition 1: If A is a subsemiautomaton of B, then there is a 
LP homomorphism from MS onto MS . 
Proof: The homomorphism h: M •+• M given by h(t ) • t , i.e., 
the mapping induced by the string t on the semiautomaton A. 
A B h A 
Since A is a subsemiautomaton of B, t • t J Q so that the 
mapping h is a well-defined homomorphism. 
Also h is length preserving (lg(t) - lg(t)). Hence h can be 
extended to a LP homomorphism from MS onto MS . 
10 
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Proposition 2: Suppose h: A •*• B is a homomorphism of semiauto-
maton A onto B. Then h induces a length preserving homomorphism 
B A 
H: MS + MS (onto), where MS is a subsemigroup of MS 
B A B 
Proof: The mapping H: M •> M given by H(t ) • t is a homomorphism 
of M onto M where M is a submonoid of M^. Also H is length preserving, 
hence H can be extended to a LP homomorphism from MS onto MS where MS 
is a subsemigroup of MS . 
Proposition 3: For semiautomata A, B, if A|B then MS |MS . 
Proof: Follows by combining propositions 1 and 2. 
Lemma 1. Suppose A and B are semiautomata such that their marked 
A B 
semigroups are equal, i.e., MS • MS . 
Then A can be covered by a cascade product of copies of B and an 
identity semiautomaton, i.e., A lies in SP(B y UQ) where U is a two 
state identity semiautomaton 
V QPQP 
A B 
Proof: Since MS • MS , we can find a one-to-one correspondence 
between the elements {(l,a.) : a. e I } of MS and the elements 
B B {(l,b.) : b. e I } of MS of length one which gives rise to a one-to-one 
correspondence <J> from I to I given by b. •*-*• a., after deleting 
identical inputs if necessary. This correspondence is chosen so that 
its extension to M^ and M gives an isomorphism $: M o n -°> Mr. 
Now consider the cascade product C of an identity semiautomaton 
A. with the state set Q and n copies of B all acting in parallel 
where |Q | - n. 
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Clearly Ax lies in SP(UQ) 
QC - QA x QB x . . . x QB, IC - IB 
c c c c 
The transition function f : Q x I -*• Q is 
A A 
(<10» <li Qn) D • (qo, qj^  b, . . . , qn b) 
where q e Q , q e Q , i » 1, 2 n; and b e I . 
Let QA " {qA, qA qA} and QB - {1, 2, . . . , n} 
Take the subsemiautomaton D of C generated from the states 
A A A 
{(q_» 1» 2 n), (q^, 1, 2 n) (q^, 1,2, ..., n)} 
•Q 
under the input alphabet I . 
Define a homomorphism h: Q •* Q and G: I •*• I *» I 
A A 
by setting h(q , q.,..., q ) »(q ) (<J>(f)) where G is the map of 
A B 
correspondence between I and I and f is the mapping determined by 
B B 
(q. q ) according to the rule f(i) = q.; thus f: Q -*- Q and since 
the semiautomaton D is generated by I , we have f e M and hence 
A A A 
<j>(f) e M so that (q )(4>(f)) e Q . h and G are well defined maps. 
o 
D A 
Now h i s onto, since the generating states in Q map onto Q . 
A D A 
h i s also a homomorphism for (q , q . , . . . , q ) e Q and a e I . 
(h (qA, q r q2 q„)) (a) - ((qA) <|»(f)) (a) 
A A 
and h ((qQ, q ^ q2 qn) G(a))-h(qQ, qx G(a), q2 G ( a ) , . . . , qn (G(a)) 
g 
and if the n-tuple (q., q„,..., q ) gives the mapping f e M then since 
<J> is a homomorphism, the n-tuple (q, G(a), q„ G(a) q G(a)) gives 
the mapping f 6(a) in M . 
h ((qA, qx qn) G(a)) - (qA)(<b(f G(a))) - (qA) (<b(f)a) 
- ((%) *(f))(a) 
13 
for the mappings G and <j> restricted to I are inverses to each other 
and hence h gives the homomorphism from D onto A. 
Therefore A e SP(B ii U ). 
w
 o 
Remark: For any semiautomaton A which is not group-free, U lies 
in SP(A) and also U divides A. 
o 
Ai B Lemma 2: Suppose A, B are semiautomata such that MS |MS . Then 
there is a cascade product of copies of B and an identity semiautomaton 
which covers A, i.e., A e SP(B y U ) . 
A H H 
Proof: Since MS JMS , there is a marked subsemigroup MS'CTMS 
such that <j>: MS' •*• MS is a length preserving onto homomorphism of 
marked semigroups. 
For each a. e IT, (1, a.) e MS and since «f> is onto, there exists 
(1, b ±) in MS' such that <J>(1, b±) - (1, a ^ . 
By making a suitable choice for each a. e IT, we get the set 
g 
{(1, b . ) : b. e I }CTMS' which is in one-to-one correspondence with 
the set {(1, a.): a. e I } and this correspondence preserves the 
semigroup homomorphism between the right sides, i.e., <f>: M' •*• Vr is an 
onto homomorphism. 
Take the subsemiautomaton C of B by restricting the input alphabet 
C B A 
I to exactly those b. in I which correspond to a. in I . 
Clearly M S C C MS', « C C M ' and <f>: MC -»• MA is an onto mapping. 
Now consider a cascade product D of an identity semiautomaton A. with 
A i C i 
state set Q and n copies of C all acting in parallel where |Q | « n. 
rfi
 nB _C __ _B 
Q • Q ; I C I 
Q D - Q A x Q C x Q C x . . . x Q C , I D - I C 
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Transition function f : Q x I •*• Q is 
A A 
(°,0» Qj» ^2*'"* %? k ° ^qo» ql ^ » q2 ^  qn ^ 
where q e Q , b e I , q. e Q for i - 1, 2, 3,..., n. 
Let Q » {q , q.,..., q. } and Q » {1, 2,..., n} 
Take the subsemiautomaton E of D generated from the states 
{(qQ, 1, 2 n), (q t^ 1, 2,..., n),..., (qfc, 1, 2,..., n)} 
C D 
under the input alphabet I • I . 
E A -A E Define a homomorphism h: Q -*• Q and G: L •*• I by setting 
A A C 
h(q , q.,..., q ) = (q )(<j>(f)) where f in M is determined by the 
n-tuple (q^ , q2,...» q ) according to f(i) = q. so that <J>(f) lies in 
MA and hence (qA)(<|>(f)) lies in QA. 
Clearly h is onto Q and h is a homomorphism. Hence A divides D 
so that A e SP(B y U Q). 
4. THE GROUP CASE 
In the construction of a semiautomaton A using series-parallel 
connections, the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem [5] uses complete 
semiautomata for each simple group K such that K|M . For each prime 
number p, the cyclic group of order p is a simple group. We first 
study the semiautomata whose monoids are cyclic groups of prime order 
with different input sets. 
Definition: Given a semigroup S, the standard semiautomaton A(S) of S 
has Q = S, I • S and the transition function is given by the multipli-
cation of the semigroup. 
A A A 
Theorem 1: Suppose A = (Q ,1 ,f ) is a semiautomaton where 
L = {e,a}, Q • {0,1,2,..., n-1} such that for V i e Q , ie = 1 and 
ia • 1 + 1 (mod n). 
Then the complete semiautomaton A on A lies in SP(A). 
Proof: We shall construct A from copies of A and the construction 
is carried out in several steps. 
First we form a parallel connection of 2 copies of A with suitable 
input codings. 
g 
Let I - {e, b., b„} and define two mappings G. and G' 
o1i i B - rA 
G'l IB * I* 
by the table 
15 
16 
e 
b l 
b2 
G l 
e 
a 
e 
°i 
e 
e 
a 
and form the semiautomata G.A and GJA on the alphabet I and take the 
parallel connection B of G.A and GiA which is given by 
QB - {(i,j) : 0 <, 1 <. n-1 and 0 <. j < n-1} 
g 
I - {e, b1, b2} 
and the transitions in B are 
(i,j)s - (iG-^s), jGj(s)) ; (i,j) e QB, s e IB. 
Consider the following partition II. of Q 
P0 - {(0,0), (1,1), . . . , (n-l,n-l)} 
P l - {(1,0), (2,1) (0, n-1)} 
p2 - {(2,0), (3,1) (1, n-1)} 
Constant difference 
in coordinates 
0 
1 
2 
Pn_iL - {(n-1,0), (0,1) (n-2, n-1)} n-1 
g 
This partition II. of Q is admissible for 
(i) p.e • p. for 0 <. 1 <_ n-1. ('e' leaves the "difference" unchanged) 
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(ii) v±b1 - Pi+1/mod n\ for the i nP u t b! is IQ s0 tnat (itJ)11! " 
(1+1,j). ('b^ Increases the "difference" by 1) 
(ill) p ± b 2 - P±_umod n) f°r the input b 2 is {|} so that (i,j)b2 -
(i,j+l). ('bj,' decreases the "difference" by 1) 
that is, for V s e I and \/P e II, there is a Q e II, such that P s C Q . 
Thus the quotient semiautomaton B/II. has n states and inputs {e,b,,b„} 
such that e is the identity on the state set, b. is an n-cycle and b„ 
is the inverse cycle. Denote the semiautomaton B/II. by C. 
Next we form" the parallel connection D of the semiautomata G„C and 
GlC on the input alphabet I •= {e,c,,c„,c3,c.} 
where the mappings 
G2: 1° - IC 
0J. J> * IC 
are defined by the table: 
e 
cl 
C2 
C3 
C4 
G2 
e 
bl 
e 
bl 
b2 
G2 
e 
e 
bl 
b2 
bl 
Exponent 
0 
1 
-1 
2 
-2 
18 
The following partition II. of Q is admissible. 
P0 " {<p0» p0>» (pl» Pl> (pn-l» pn-l)} 
Pl " ^pl» p0*' *p2» pl*»,#,» *p0» pn-l** 
P2 ' {*p2» p0*» (p3* pl>»,,,» <pi» pn-l^ 
Constant difference 
in coordinates 
0 
1 
2 
Pn-1 = {(pn-l' p0>' %* pl> (pn-2' Pn-1)} n-1 
II. is admissible for 
when s • e, P.e » P. for 0 <_ 1 <_n-1 (leaves the "difference" unchanged) 
when s « c-, the input is [ G2(c.) 
«j<V 
so that 
(P±* P^c± " P^±+i» pi^» s o t h e inPut increases the "difference" by 1, 
that is P.e. - P.,. (mod n) for every 1. 
When s • c», the input is G2(c2) 
G'(c2) 
so that 
(p., PJ)C 2 • (p., P1+l)» so the input decreases the "difference" by 1, 
that is P.c2 • P., (mod n) for every i. 
When s • c„, the input is [ b. 
so that (Pi.PJ)c3 - <P1+1» P ^ ) 
so the input increases the "difference" by 2, that is 
PjC- - P.+2 (mod n) for every i. 
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When s - c,, the input is | b2 
b, 
so that (p±, pj)c4 - (P^j. Pj+1) 
so the input decreases the "difference" by 2, that is 
P.e, • p., « (mod n) for 0 <_ 1 <_ n-1. 
E 
Thus the quotient semiautomaton E » D/IU has Q « {PQ, P.,..., P.^} 
E 
and input alphabet I = {e, c., c2, cg, c,} such that e is the identity 
E 
on the state set, c. is an n-cycle on Q , c, is the inverse cycle, 
C3 - (ci)(ci> " (ci> » c4 = <C2^C2^ " (c2^ = ^cl^" * 
F 
Now take I • {e, d^ d2, d3, d^, d5, dg, d7, dg} 
and define the mappings 
F E 
G3: I •*• I 
•J« lF * lE 
by the given table. 
e 
dl 
d2 
d3 
d4 
d5 
d6 
d7 
d8 
G3 
e 
cl 
e 
cl 
C2 
C3 
C2 
c3 
C4 
G3 
e 
e 
cl 
C2 
Cl 
C2 
C3 
c4 
C3 
Exponent 
0 
1 
-1 
2 
-2 
3 
-3 
4 
-4 
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Take the parallel connection F of G.E and G'E, and a similar 
F 
partition II- of Q gives us a semiautomaton L • F/II- with the input 
F L 
alphabet I and n states, where d. is an n-cycle on Q and d2, d«, d,, 
de, dg, d_, dg, are powers of d., the exponents of which are given in 
the 4th column and the corresponding row. 
Proceeding In the above way, we can get the complete machine A 
on A in SP(A) since all the constructions made are allowable in the 
series-parallel closure. 
g 
Proposition 4: Let B be a semiautomaton such that I = {e, b} 
B B 
where e is the identity mapping on Q and S is a cyclic group of 
B — 
order n generated by 'b '. Then the complete machine B lies in SP(B). 
Proof: Use Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. 
MS = MS where A is the semiautomaton described in theorem 1. 
By lemma 1, we get that A lies in SP(B). (Since B is not group-free, 
UQ belongs to SP(B)). 
7 A — 
Also MS •=• MS for the complete semiautomata so that B e SP(A). 
But by theorem 1, A e SP(A). 
Therefore B e SP(A) CZ SP(B). 
.'. B e SP(B). 
A _A A 
Proposition 5: Suppose A • (Q , I , f ) is a semiautomaton 
where th - {a, b}, QA - {0, 1, 2 n-1} and for V i e QA 
A A k ia - 1 + 1 (mod n) and b » (a ) for some k, 1 < k < n. 
Then A e SP(A). 
Proof: We shall construct an n-state semiautomaton C with two 
n 
inputs I • {e, c}, where e is the identity map and c is an n-cycle, 
such that C lies in SP(A). Then by theorem 1, A e SP(C). Therefore, 
A e SP(A). 
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Define the mappings 
6X: IC * IA 
G2: IC - IA 
by 
Gl G2 
e a b 
c a a 
and take the parallel connection B of G..A and G?A. 
,B Q - {(i.j) : 0 < ± <.n-l, 0 <. j < n-1} 
,B 
«= ie, cr 
B^. 
I" " {e, c} 
and consider the following partition II of Q* 
P0 - {(0,0), (l,k), (2,2k) (n-1, (n-l)k)} 
P;L = {(1,1), (2,1+k), (3,l+2k) (0, l+(n-l)k)} 
p j • {(n-1, n-1), (n, n-l+k),..., (n-2, n-1 + (n-l)k)} 
where the states j are computed modulo n. 
(Actually p. consists of the states in the n-cycle of (i,i) under the 
input e - {a} ) 
II is admissible for 
when s - e, p ^ - p± because (j, m)e - (j ,m) {gj = (j+i, m+k) 
and both (j, m) and (j+1, m+k) are in the same equivalence class. 
When s • c, p.e • p... for every 1 
for (j, m)(c) - (j, m) {|} - (j+1, m+1) 
Thus B/II is an n-state semiautomaton which satisfies the requirements 
of C and B/n e SP(A). Therefore A e SP(A). 
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Cor. 1: Suppose A • (Q , L % r ) is a semiautomaton where 
I - {a., a.} and M is a cyclic group generated by a. and 
aA j* aA. Then A e SP(A). 
Proof: Suppose \n\ • n. Since a- generates n , a cyclic group 
A A A A k 
and a2 e M , we have a„ » (a.) for some k ^ 1 and k < n. 
B B B Let B • (Q , I , f ) be a semiautomaton where 
B B \J B 
Q • {0, 1 n-1} and I = {b., b2} such that for V i e Q , 
i b ^ 1+1 (mod n) and (b 2) B - (b B) k 
Then for marked semigroups of A and B, we have 
A B MS « MS by the mapping 
(1, a±) •*• (1, bj) 
(1, a2) •*• (1, b2) 
Hence B e SP(A) (1) 
B B Since b. jt b 2 for k ^ 1 (mod n), by combining theorem 1 and 
proposition 5, we have BeSP(B) (2) 
But again for marked semigroups of A and B, we have 
MS A - MSB so that A e SP(B) (3) 
Using (1), (2) and (3), we get A e SP(A). 
A 
Proposition 6: Let A be a semiautomaton with Q «= {qn»q., q^ ,} 
and input alphabet I - {a} such that q.a » q. - (mod m). Let B be a 
B B 
semiautomaton with Q « {pQ, p1 p ^ and input alphabet I - {e, b} 
g 
such that e is the identity transformation on Q and p.b - p. . (mod n), 
n > 1. Then the complete semiautomata A, B lie in SP(AyB). 
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Proof: Since B e SP(B), by theorem 1, we have B e SP(AyB). 
Also by cor. to prop. 5, it suffices to show that an m-state semiauto-
maton with 2 inputs, distinct as mappings of the state set and one of 
them a full m-cycle on m states, lies in SP(AyB). 
Case 1: Assume that (m, n) • 1 (m, n relatively prime). 
n 
Let I » {x, y} and define the mappings 
cxi IC - IA 
G2: IC + IB 
by the table 
X 
y 
G i 
a 
a 
G2 
e 
b 
and take the parallel connection C of G.A and G„B. 
n 
Since (m, n) • 1, the input y is a full cycle on mn states of Q , i.e., 
( V V "i* *ql' pl* "** (q2» p2* " ^ * * * 
•**
 (V-1» pmn-l> "*" <V» Pmn> = < V p0)' 
for (q±t Pj)y - (q±a, p^b) - (q±+1, Pj+1>« 
The input x acts as (a, e) on the state set Q . 
(q±» Pj)x " (q±a, P^e) - (q±+1, Pj). that is 
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(q0, p0) - ^ ( q r P0> - ^ (q2. P0> -** •••"iLf <Vi» p o ) "**• ( V p o ) 
(q0, PX) - ^ <qx. PX> " ^ (q2» PX> - ^ ...-^ (Vl» pl> " ^ < V P 0 ) 
X. X. 
( V V l > - * (ql» pn-l> " - (q2'pn-l) —•••••—• (Vl»Pn-l} -"* ^ O ' V ^ 
Thus the input x consists of n disjoint cycles of length m each. 
Claim: x • y for some r, 1 < r < mn. 
In general (q±, p^) -£*• (qi+1» p.) - ^ (q1+2» Pj> 
which are the states 
(%* vJ (qk , Pk ) (qk » Pk ) 
Then we show that the difference k- - k - k_ - k. 
Let k. - k • r 
Have k = i , 
and k = j , 
kx 5 1+1, 
\ = j , 
k2 = 1+2 
k2 = j 
(mod m) 
(mod n) 
Therefore r » k. - k = 1 (mod m) k. + r = (i+1) + 1 (mod m) 
r • k. - k = 0 (mod n) k. + r = j (mod n) 
So that k. + r satisfies the requirements of k2. 
.". k, - k. • r and hence x «=> y . 
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Now the semiautomaton C has mn states and two inputs {x, y} such 
that y is a full mn-cycle and x • y , r f 0, 1. Then by prop. 5, we 
can construct an mn-state semiautomaton D with a full cycle and an 
identity input, in SP(C). 
Let Q » {0, 1, 2 mn-1} 
Now take the partition II of D as follows: 
pQ • {0, m, 2m (n-l)m} 
p. • {1, m+1, 2m+l, ..., (n-l)m+l} 
p , • {m-1, m+m-1, 2m+m-l,..., (n-l)m+m-l} 
Then the quotient semiautomaton D/n (II is admissible) has two inputs— 
a full m-cycle and an identity input. Hence A lies in SP(AyB). 
Case 2: Suppose (m, n) • d > 1 where d is the greatest common 
divisor of m and n. 
Let m • dm., then (m.,, n) » 1 
Consider the following partition II. of Q , 
R0 " { V qm1» q2mx q(d-l)m1} 
Rl " {ql» \ + l , q2m1+l»,,,» q(d-l)m1+l} 
R m r l " {<»m -1» ^ - 1 ' q3m1-l»",» V ^ l * 
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The partition n. of A is clearly admissible and the quotient semiauto-
maton A. = A/n„ has m. states and a full cycle input. Now (m., n) • 1. 
Therefore, using the construction of case 1 for semiautomata A. and B, 
we can get an nun-state semiautomaton with a full-cycle input and an 
identity input. However m divides m.n. Thus by taking a suitable 
partition of index m, we get an m-state semiautomaton with a full cycle 
and an identity input. Then by theorem 1, A e SP(AyB). 
Proposition 6 can be generalized to a set of automata 771 as 
follows: 
Cor. Let 1U • {A., A-,..., A } be a set of n semiautomata such 
that for each j, B j is a cyclic group generated by a transformation 
induced by an input letter and for some i, 1 < 1 < n, n = {a,, a.} 
such that (a.) 1 j* (a„) 1. Then for each j, the complete semiautomaton 
AjE SP(7#). 
Proof: By cor. to prop. 5, the complete semiautomaton A^ e SP(flt). 
For each j, 1 <_ j <_ n, the semiautomaton B. = (M^
 t i*j f f) where f is 
given by the multiplication in the monoid M J, has the same marked 
semigroup as A. so that B. e SP(A.), i.e., B. e SP(ftL) for all j. Also 
B. e SP(77l) since the marked semigroups of B. and A. are the same. For 
j / i, the pair of semiautomata B. and B. satisfy the conditions of 
prop. 6 so that B. e SP(BiyB.). Thus B. e SP(|?t) for all j. Now 
MSA3 - MSBJ so that by lemma 1, A e SP(B ) and hence A E S?(W for 
all j. 
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A 
Proposition 7: Let A be a semiautomaton with Q • {0, 1,..., n-1} 
and I - {a, b} such that M is a cyclic group of order n, which is 
A A A 
generated by a transformation x, a full cycle on Q . Also a j* b . 
Then A e SP(A). 
Proof: Since M^ is generated by x and a , b lie in M , so there 
r t 
exist integers r, t such that a » x and b - x , 0 <_ r, t <_ n. If 
either r or t is zero, then either a or b is the identity map and the 
other is a generator of M , then A e SP(A) by theorem 1. 
If either r or t is 1, then either a or b equals x, i.e., it 
generates M and hence A lies in SP(A) by prop. 5. 
So suppose 1 < r, t < n. 
A A A 
Since the transformations {a , b } generate the cyclic group M , a 
A A product of suitable powers of a and b would give us the transformation 
A 'i A ti A r 
x, say (a ) l (b ) x » x, for some integers r, and t.. Now a «= x and 
b • x . Therefore x 1 x *• «= x, that is x 1 1 » x . Therefore 
rr- + tt., = 1 (mod n). 
If there is a prime p which divides the 3 integers r, t, n, then 
p divides rr. + tt-, .'. p divides 1 + nn. for some integer n., but 
this is impossible since p divides n. 
Thus there is no prime p which divides the 3 integers r, t, n 
which we denote by (r, t, n) - 1. 
Let the cyclic representation of the transformation x be 
(0, 1,..., n-1). 
Let (n, r) - k > 1 (k » 1 means a is a generator of n and we 
are done) and r » kk' and n - kk" for some integers k1, k". Then k" 
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is the order of the element a in M , that is, the cyclic representa-
A r tion of a • x is given by 
aA - xr - (0, r, 2r (k"-l)r) (1, r+1, 2r+l (k"-l)r + 1) ... 
(k-1, (k-l)+r,..., (k-1) + (k"-l)r) 
where the states are computed mod n. 
Thus a consists of k cycles and each cycle has length k". 
Similarly if (n, t) • d > 1 and t » dd' and n » dd" for some integers 
d', d". Then d" is the order of the element b . 
b A - xfc - (0, t, 2t (d"-l)t) (1, t+1, 2t+l (d"-l)t + 1) ... 
(d-1, d-l+t,..., (d"-l)t+d-l). 
so that b consists of d cycles and each cycle has length d". 
A. Consider the partition II of Q into the following sets: 
PQ - {0, r, 2r (k"-l)r} = 0 (mod r) 
Px - {1, r+1, 2r+l (k"-l)r+l} = T (mod r) 
Pk-1 * {k"1' k"1+r (k-l)+(k"-l)r> - k-1 (mod r) 
Claim: The partition II is admissible for 
(i) under input a, P.a • P. for every i, 0 <_ i <_ k-1 
(ii) under input b, P.b » P., for every j, j+t • jb; 
That is, 
JL>P JL,P JL, J^p 
0 Pt F2t * *' zt 
where zt = 0 (mod n). 
Now b gives us a full cycle on PQ, P. P., in some order. 
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For suppose P . » P . for m, > m0 m. t nut l i. 
then m,t e P„ . • P„ . 1 m.t m„t 
that is, m.t = m_t + mr (mod n) for some m 
or (m. - m2)t = mkk' (mod n) r » kk' 
But (k, t) • 1 because (n, r, t) • 1 and k « (n, r) and k divides n. 
Therefore k divides (m. - uu), that is, the states are repeated only 
after a multiple of k states, but there are only k states 
PQ, P.,..., P. ., hence b is a full cycle. 
Thus the quotient semiautomaton B = A/n has 
QB - {PQ, Px Pk_x} and 
IB - {a, b} 
B B 
such that a is the identity map and b is a full cycle. 
Let C be a subsemiautomaton of A where 
QC - {0, r, 2r (k" - l)r} and 
IC - {a} 
so that a is a full cycle on k" states. 
Applying prop. 6 to semiautomata B and C, we get that 
C e SP(ByC)C;SP(A). 
Let D be the series-parallel connection (B ° C) , where the mapping 
B B P 
w: Q x I -»• I is given by 
w(q, s) • e for ) / q e Q and V s e I , except for w(P. ., b) - a 
c c ? "c 
where e is the identity map on Q and a is the full cycle on Q . 
Then D has n - kk" states and I - {a, b}. a is the Identity map on Q . 
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(PQ, 0) -t- (Px, 0) - ^ ... -±* (Pk-1, 0) - ^ (P0, r) - b-
(P r r) - ^ ... -i- (Pk_r r) -*+ (P0, 2r) -S+ ... -b-»-
< V i » (k"-1>r) - ^ <p0» 0 ) -
This shows that b is a full cycle on n states in Q ' 
Then, using theorem 1, we get that A e SP(A). 
Theorem 2: Let A be a semiautomaton with IT •» {a, b} such that 
a t b and that M is a cyclic group. Then A lies in SP(A). 
Proof: Use prop. 7 and lemma 1. 
We use the above results to determine the series-parallel 
closure of certain semiautomata. 
1. Let A be a semiautomaton with at least 2 states and a single input 
letter 'a' which is a permutation of the state set such that M is a 
cyclic group of order n. Let B = (Mr, L , f) where f is given by the 
multiplication in the monoid M ^ Then MSA - MSB. Since UQ e SP(A) and 
U e SP(B), we have, using lemma 1, SP(A) « SP(B). We show that 
cri/ns \ X : X has single input letter and r is a group / 
f and |M| divides n ) 
In the series-parallel connection X » Yof the semiautomata X and Y, 
if the input alphabet 1^ • {b}, a singleton, then the mapping 
A A B A A 
w: Q x I -*• I is given by w(p, a) - b for all p in Q and a in I , 
so that the transitions are given by (p, q)a - (pa, q(w(p, a))) • 
(pa, qb) which is the same as the input (a, b) in the parallel 
connection A x B. 
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Since B has a single input letter, the series-parallel connection of 
copies of B reduces to a parallel connection of copies of B. If B has 
2 
n states, then the parallel connection B x B has n states and the 
2 
single input 'a' is a permutation of these n states consisting of n 
disjoint cycles of length n each. Thus in SP(B) we can never obtain a 
semiautomaton which has a state-cycle of length greater than n. Since 
the series-parallel closure includes division, by taking homomorphic 
images, we can get semiautomata in SP(B) which have state-cycles of 
length m such that m divides n. In particular the identity semiautomaton 
on k states for all integers k, lies In SP(B). 
2. Let A be a semiautomaton with 2 input letters which give distinct 
transformations of the state set such that M is a cyclic group of 
e, e9 e- e 
order n = Pi Po PQ . . . p r. Then 
Semiautomaton B: M is a group and for every simple 
SP(A) » ( group K|M , we have that |K| = p± 
for some i = 1, 2, . . . , r 
These conditions are necessary by the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition 
g 
theorem, for if a semiautomaton B lies in SP(A), we must have that M 
is a group since A is a group machine. Also for every simple group 
K|M^, we have that K|M . But M^ is an abelian group therefore all the 
simple groups that divide M must have order p. for some 
1 • 1, 2,..., r. Hence |K| « p.. 
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Conversely, a semiautomaton B satisfying the above conditions 
lies in SP(A) for by theorem 2, A lies in SP(A). 
Let C by a semiautomaton with Q • M and I * M , i.e., C is the 
standard semiautomaton on the monoid M4' 
Then MSC - MSA therefore C e SP(A) - SP(A). By taking suitable 
homomorphic images of C, we can get the standard semiautomata on each 
of the cyclic groups C , 1 = 1, 2 r. Thus SP(A) has complete 
pi 
semiautomata on C for each i and hence by the sufficiency condition 
pi 
of Krohn-Rhodes theorem, we have that B lies in SP(A). 
Proposition 8: Let A and B be semiautomata with single inputs, 
i. e., I = {a} and I «* {b} and Q = {0, 1, 2 m-1} and 
QB - {0*, 1' (n-1)'} where ± a - 1 + 1 (mod m) for 1 e QA and 
j'b - (j + 1)' (mod n), for j• e QB. Let k « 1cm (m, n). Then a 
semiautomaton with k states and a full-cycle input on these k states 
lies in SP(AyB). 
Proof: Take the parallel connection C of A and B with one input 
letter c which acts as a on A and b on B. 
Then starting in the state (0, 0') the cycle on the states under c 
is given as follows: 
(0, 0') -£* (1, 1») -£* (2, 21) -S* ... -£+ (t, t1) •= (0,0') 
so that the cycle ends where t = 0 (mod m) 
t = 0 (mod n) 
and the smallest such t is clearly k. Thus the semiautomaton C has 
mn states and the input c cycles through k states. Hence there is a 
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subsemiautomaton D of C with k states and a full cycle on k states 
such that D lies in SP(AyB). 
Actually for any number of semiautomata, each with a single input 
letter, the series-parallel connections reduce to parallel connections. 
In the above case, by taking parallel connections we can never get a 
semiautomaton which cycles on more than k states. Hence, using lemma 1, 
nn/» ws ( X: X has single input letter and IT is a group SP(AyB) - I * 
f and |M^ | divides k 
The above result can be extended to a finite set of semlautomata 
Tfl in the following way: 
3. Let ftl » {A., A„,..., A } be a set of semiautomata such that 
each A. has a single input letter which permutes the states of A., and 
let IM^I - n±, 1 - 1, 2 t. Then 
cp/lm
 m ) B: B has a single input letter and Mr is a group, | 
I |M I divides 1cm (n., n2 n ) ) 
Since each A. has a single input letter, each M *• is a cyclic group 
and using prop. 8, we get #3. 
4. Let fit be a set of semiautomata such that for all A e Tfjft , M is a 
cyclic group and for some A e 7fl , the semiautomaton A has two input 
letters with distinct state-transformations, then 
sp(tfi> 
g 
B: M is a group and for every simple group K, such 
that K|M , there is an A effi such that |K| is a 
prime dividing |MA|. 
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This is an extension of the result //2 to the set of automata and 
the proof follows in the same manner using theorem 2 and cor. to 
prop. 6. 
This solves the case for all semiautomata A whose monoids M are 
solvable groups. The simple groups which divide a solvable group have 
prime order and hence using the above result #4, we can say exactly 
what components are needed for its construction. For each simple 
group K which divides M , we need a semiautomaton whose monoid is K and 
one of these semiautomata must have 2 inputs with distinct transforma-
tions. Therefore only the non-abellan simple group case remains to be 
solved. 
5. THE GROUP-FREE CASE I 
To study the case of semiautomata whose semigroups are combina-
torial or group-free, we define an equivalence relation on semiautomata 
according to their capability under series-parallel connections. Some 
of the properties which describe the various equivalence classes are 
determined. 
Definition: Two semiautomata A and B are said to be weakly-equivalent 
(WE) iff SP(A) = SP(B), i.e., the semiautomata which can be built from 
the complete machines A and B are the same. 
Here we do not distinguish between a semiautomaton and its 
completion. Therefore all the semiautomata considered in this chapter 
are assumed to be complete unless otherwise specified, i.e., the 
semiautomaton has an input letter for each transformation of the 
states induced by any string in its monoid. 
WE is clearly an equivalence relation on the set of all finite 
semiautomata. We shall try to characterize the various equivalence 
classes under WE which would show the strength of the semiautomaton 
under series-parallel connections. Let [A] denote the equivalence 
class of the semiautomaton under WE. 
To characterize these equivalence classes we define the following 
properties on semiautomata which are motivated by the following examples. 
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In the semiautomaton U., at any state q after an application of an input 
which changes q it is not possible to return to q with any input, 
whereas in the semiautomaton W, for all states q after any number of 
applications of an input, it is possible to return to the current 
state q. 
Definition: Property P. 
Given a complete semiautomaton A = (Q, I, f), for each integer 
1 •» 1, 2, 3,... a state q e Q is said to have the property P. if for 
every input a e I either (1) input a leaves the state q fixed, i.e., 
qa = q, or (2) after '1* applications of the input a, the state q goes 
to q' e Q such that for no b e I, q'b = q, i.e., qa » q' and q'b ^ q 
for any b in I. The semiautomaton A has property P. iff each state 
q e Q has the property P.. A semiautomaton is said to have property 
P if for each state q and each input a, qa = q. 
We make the following observations about the property P.. 
1. A semiautomaton having property P. is partially ordered [6] 
and conversely a partially-ordered semiautomaton has property P.. 
U. satisfies property P,. 
2. In the complete flip-flop W, neither of the two states satisfy 
property P. for any integer i. 
3. If a state q e Q satisfies the property P. for some integer i 
then q has the property P. for all integers j >_ i, for if some input a 
1 1 
in I, qaJ - q' (qa <j> q) and q'b • q for some input b in I, then qa = q. 
and q. (aJ o) » q contradicts P. (since the semiautomaton is complete, 
a"*""^  e I). Thus if a state q e Q has the property P. for some i, then 
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there is a least integer n such that q has property P. for all k >_ n 
and q does not have the property P ,. This least integer n is called 
the annihilation number (AN) of the state q. 
4. For a semiautomaton A • (Q, I, f) if each state q has property 
P. for some i, then m • max (AN(q)) is the least integer such that A 
qeQ 
has the property P . This least integer m is called the annihilation 
number (AN) of A. 
5. If a semiautomaton A = (Q, I, f) has property P. for some 
integer i, then A is group-free. For if A is not group-free, then there 
A. 
is an input a e I such that a is a non-identity permutation on a subset 
R of the state set Q and |R| >_2. Let q e R such that qa j q. For any 
integer n, qa = q' for some q' in R and there is b e I such that 
q'b = q so that the state q of A does not satisfy P . This contradicts 
that A has property P., hence A must be group-free. 
6. Let (P denote the class of finite complete semiautomata which 
satisfy the property P . By remark #3, we have 
^0=^1=4= •••=£=••• . 
and by remark #5 
» 
U f>± <= SP(W) 
i=o 
since a semiautomaton satisfying P. is group-free and all group-free 
semiautomata lie in SP(W). 
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Definition: Property P. 
Given a complete semiautomaton A » (Q, I, f), for each integer 
i - 1, 2, 3,..., a state q e Q is said to have the property P. if there 
is an input a e I • VT such that 
2 i 
qa - qx, qa - q2»..., qa « q± 
where q, q., q2, q, q. are all distinct states and there is an 
input b in I such that q.b • q. 
Observations about the Property P. 
1. Clearly if a state q has property P. for some integer i, then 
the state q does not have property P, for all k ^  i. 
Also if a state q has property P then the state q has the 
property P. for all k <_ j. The maximum integer m for which q has 
property P is called the survival number (SN) of q. 
2. Suppose q e Q has the annihilation number n. 
If n • 1, then q does not have property P, for any integer k. 
Let n >_ 2, to show q has property P_ i• 
Since n is minimum, q does not have property P ,, i.e., there is an 
input a in I such that 
(1) qa ^  q and 
(2) qa11" • q' and there i s a b in I such that q'b » q. 
, * 1 2 n-1 , 
Let q - qQ, qQa - q ^ qQa - q2 qQa - q ^ - q' 
To show qQ, q . , q 2 , . . . , q - are a l l d i s t inct . 
Let % m %.» 0 <_ k < m <_ n-1 
i . e . , q.a • a - q. for some t > 1, indeed t • m-k, then we can cycle 
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between q. and q_ any number of times with the input a so that even 
after a number, larger than n, of applications of a to q we can return 
to the state qQ which contradicts P . Hence qQ, q.,..., q , are all 
distinct and hence q has property P , and SN(q) • n-1. 
Hence q has annihilation number n = • q has survival number n-1. 
3. Suppose q in Q has the survival number n. 
If q has property P. for some k, then AN(q) - n + 1, 
Since q does not have property P. for j <_ n, we show that q has 
property P ,. which suffices to show that AN(q) = n + 1. Since n is 
maximum, q does not have the property P ., i.e., for all inputs 
a e I - M such that 
2 n n+1 
q - q0. qQa - q^ qQa « q,,,..., qQa = q^ qQa = qn+1 
then either (1) qQ, q., q_,..., q ,. are not all distinct or 
(2) there is no b in I such that q ,.b » q. 
In case (2), q satisfies P_+1« 
Claim: Case (1) cannot happen for suppose q. = a for 
0<^k <m<^n + l and there is a b in I such that q ,-b = qQ. 
But then q. a " • a - q, where m - k >_ 1, 
m—k 
so that by repeating a at q. several times, we can find 
integer t, larger than k, such that P is not satisfied for q. 
Contradiction! 
Thus q has property P .. but not P so that AN(q) • n + 1. 
Hence if q has property P and SN(q) « n then AN(q) •> n + 1. 
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In order to use these properties P. and P. we shall first show 
that property P. Is preserved under series parallel closure. 
Theorem 3: Let 7/1 be a set of semiautomata. Suppose there is 
an integer n such that for each semiautomata A in ill , AN(A) <_ n. 
Then for all B in SP(fll) we have AN(B) < n. 
Proof : Since SP(fli) - y SP^TTD, we use induction on i to 
prove the above result. SP.(^l) =#£ , so for i = 1 the result holds. 
Let the result hold for semiautomata in SP. (TJl) • 
To show that semiautomata in SP. _ (771) have annihilation number <_ n. 
Let B e SP±+1 (#?), then 
either (1) B « IC^  o K2 c K„ 0 . . . ° K , where K., K2,..., K lie in 
SP^Tfl) or (ii) B|K where K lies in SP1(/7l). 
Case (i): Suppose B - K. « K2 o . . . OR where each K. has 
annihilation number <_ n. 
B B 
Let q = (q,, q2,..., q ) lie in Q and let a e I . 
Suppose qa j* q, i.e., if (q^ q2,..., qn) a - (p^ P2»..., pfl) 
then for some integer i, q. f p.. Let 1 be the minimum such integer* 
Then (q^ , q2 qi_i» qi 9n^a ™ ^ql* q2 qi-l' pi»,,,» pn^ 
Thus, for each semiautomaton K , j « 1, 2,..., i-1, the input a at the 
state (q,, q2,..., q ) is translated as identity input for the state q. 
Let the input a at the state (q., q2,..., q ) be translated into the 
input a. to the semiautomaton K.. 
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For all j, 1 <_ j <_ n, the input to the semiautomaton K. depends only upon 
the input a and the (j-l)-tuple (q., q2 ^i-i^* 
Hence the input a at the state (q,, q2 ^i-i* pi pn^ i s a 8 a i n 
translated as a. to K. and as identity input to K., j • 1, 2,..., 1-1. 
Thus if 
(q^ » q2 qi-l» qi qn^a " ^ql* ^2*'"' qi-l' ri»,#,» rn^ 
then, in the semiautomaton K., 
qiai = ri' 
Since AN(K.) <_n, there is no input b. such that r.b. - q. and hence 
g 
there can be no input b in I for which 
(q-j^  q2»«««» q£_i» r^ r n ) D • (qi» ^2*'" <in)« 
g 
Thus for all q in Q , property P is satisfied and hence 
AN(B) <_ n. 
Case (ii); Suppose B|K where K lies in SP.OTl) so that there is 
a subsemiautomaton L of K and B is a homomorphic image of L. 
Firstly AN(L) <. n for QLe=: QK, IL<S IK and aL - aK > QL for all a e IL. 
L B B L 
Let h: Q •>• Q and G: I + 1 be the mappings which define the 
homomorphism of L onto B. 
To show AN(B) <^  n. 
g 
Suppose p in Q does not have property P . 
B n 
Then there is a in I such that pa 4 p and if p a - q then there is 
g 
b in I such that qb • p. 
Let r_ and s0 in Q be such that 
h(rQ) - p and rQ G(a)n - sQ, h (sQ) - q. 
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Now rQ G(a) + rQ for otherwise pa « p. 
.*. sQG (b) • r., then h (r.) • p, for some r. in Q , 
Again r.G(a) j* r1 and let r. G(a)n - s., h (s.,) • q 
and let s- G(b) * r2 so that h (r2) • p. 
g 
Thus we get the sequence of states in Q 
r G(a)n, £jb^ G(a)n, G£b^ G(a)n, _ ^ 
and for each 1, r. G(a) it r., i« 0, 1, 2,... 
g 
Since Q is finite, r - rm+v ^or some integers m and k, which shows 
g 
that r does not satisfy property P . Contradiction! Hence p in Q 
must have property P and AN(B) <_ n. 
In each case the induction hypothesis is complete. Hence the theorem 
holds. 
Theorem 3 shows the importance of annihilation numbers in the 
study of semiautomata under series-parallel closure. For each 
integer n, we can construct a complete semiautomaton U with 
annihilation number n. 
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n • 2, U2 » the completion of the semiautomaton U,, where U2 has the 
transitions: la • 2, 2b - 1 otherwise qs • d, dead state, for all 
states q and inputs s. 
U„: 
n * 3, U„ • the completion of the semiautomaton U», where U„ has the 
transitions: la • 2, 2a » 3, 3b » 1 otherwise qs » d, dead state, for 
all states q and inputs s. 
V 
U - the completion of the semiautomaton U , where U has the 
n n n 
following transitions: la « 2, 2a » 3 (n-l)a = n, nb • 1 
otherwise qs = d, dead state, for all states q and inputs s. 
b 
V 
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where the complete semiautomata U., IL, U ,... have the annihilation 
numbers 1, 2,..., n,...» 
By theorem 3, UK does not lie in SP(U.) for j < k, and hence 
[Uj], [U21,..., [U ],... will all be distinct equivalence classes. 
Cor. 1: SP( £ ) - (T for all integers n - 0, 1, 2,... 
— — —
 v
 n n 
The proof of the theorem 3 shows that if each member in a set 771 of 
semiautomata satisfies the property P for some integer n, then every 
semiautomaton in the series-parallel closure of Tfi has the property P . 
Hence each class (Jr of semiautomata is fixed under series-parallel 
closure. 
We have exhibited semiautomata UQ, U., U_, U.,..., U ,... such that 
U, does not lie in the class ffV.-i • Actually none of the members of 
(P- . can be weakly-equivalent to U, . Also since [U. ] e SP(U. ) and 
SP(Uk) c= (J3 by theorem 3, we have [Uk] = U k " U t-i* T h u s w e Set 
Cor. 2: [Ukl c= (p - (f, for each integer k » 1, 2, 3,... 
Hence for each integer k, the class of semiautomata (j. - (JV._I gives 
us a disjoint union of equivalence classes under the relation WE. 
The characterization of equivalence classes under WE would be 
complete if we can show that each of the following classes forms an 
equivalence class. 
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K - { Q ) e > 
fa-fa 
O^ n - £-1 
SP(W) - y ftn 
n«0 
We show that the first 3 classes and the last class do indeed form 
single equivalence classes. 
The semiautomaton n j forms an equivalence class under the relation 
WE by itself. 
Next we consider the semiautomaton UQ = \\j \Zj which has property 
V 
Proposition 9: [UQ] - (fQ <?„-<©' 
{semiautomaton A: AN (A) = 0, |Q | >. 2} 
Proof: Let A e f - { \jj } 
then A looks like rf\) (ty . . . /^\} 
with |QA| - n >. 2. 
A has UQ as a subsemiautomaton. Thus UQ e SP(A). 
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— k 
The parallel connection B of k copies of U., where 2 >_ n, is given by 
B!d© ©e ©e- • -®* <*9- • • @e • 
B has a subsemiautomaton isomorphic to A. 
Therefore A e SP(UQ) and SP(A) - SP(UQ) and A e [UQ]. 
Conversely if A e [UQ], then A e SP(UQ) SO that A e (pQ. 
Since UQ e SP(A), A must have more than 1 state. 
Hence A e fiQ - { (T/ }. 
Proposition 10: [U. ] • (j.. - y Q » {semiautomaton A: AN (A) -1} 
Proof: Let A lie in ft± - (fQ. To show SP(A) « SPflJ^). 
Since A satisfies P., A is not a group machine and M + {e} 
.'. U.JA or U^ E SP(A). 
Also since A is partially ordered (P.), by theorem 4 of [6], we have 
that A e SPflJ^). Thus SP(A) - SPCD^), A e [U^]. 
Conversely let A WE U^ then SP(A) - SPfljp. 
Since A is in SP(U,) and U. satisfies P., A is in (j.. Also A cannot 
lie in ^ 0 since U- does not satisfy PQ. 
.*. A e /P. - (K.. Hence the proposition. 
00 
Proposition 11; SP(W) - y /P forms an equivalence class under 
n-0 n 
CD 
and [W] - SP(W) - y f - {A: A is group-free and MW|MA}. 
ri'O n 
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Proof: We first show that [W] • {A: A is group-free and M |flr}. 
Let A e [W] so that SP(A) - SP(W). 
Thus A e SP(W), therefore A must be group-free [5]. 
Also W e SP(A) shows that M W|M^. (W is an irreducible element) [5] 
Hence A satisfies the required properties. 
Conversely let A be a semiautomaton such that A is group-free and M |M . 
Since A is group-free, A e SP(W) [5]. Also since M |n^ and A is a 
Wi A 
complete semiautomaton MS |MS and hence W e SP(A) by lemma 2. 
Therefore SP(W) - SP(A). 
09 
Next we show that SP(W) - y ^ n -= {A: A is group-free and M ^ M S . 
n=0 
Let A be group-free and M |M . Then A e SP(W) and if A were to satisfy 
property P for any integer n, then S?(k)<^(y whereas M |M^ shows 
that W e SP(A) and W £ f . Hence A e SP(W) - y ^ . 
Conversely let B e SP(W) - y(f . Now B e SP(W) therefore B is group-
free. Since B $ (f for any integer n, there is a state q in Q such 
that q does not have property P. for any integer i. Let |Q | = n. 
g 
Then q does not satisfy P ^, that is there is an input a in I such 
that qa j* q and qa « q . and there is an input b in I such that 
qn+1b - q. Now if q - qQ, qQa - q^ q^ - q2 qna - qn+1 the 
states qQ, q,, q2,..., q . cannot all be distinct since there are 
only n distinct states in B. 
Let a be the first state starting from qQ such that q, • a for 
0 < k < m < n + l. 
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If m - k >. 2, then the input 'a' permutes the states 
qk* ^ l ' * " ' V-l s o t b a t A i s n o t 8'oup-free. 
Hence m - k - 1 so that qka « qfc - qk+1 - ... - qm - ... • qn+1» and 
qkb - q0. 
Consider the inputs a and at) on the states {qQ, qfc}, then the next 
states are given by 
qQak - qfc and qQ(akb) « qfcb - qQ 
qk a = qk a n d qk ( a * " qkb " q0 
Hence the restrictions of the mappings e, a , a b to {qQ, qfc} form a 
W 
subsemigroup isomorphic to M . And this subsemigroup is a homomorphic 
k k, W image of the subsemigroup of M generated by e, a , aH). Hence M 
divides M . Thus B is a group-free semiautomaton and M divides M^ so 
00 . 
that [W] - SP(W) - U f - {A: A is group-free and MW|MA}. 
n-0 n 
This shows that the last class SP(W) - y (j forms an equivalence 
n=0 n 
class under WE. The composition of the other classes V. - U. ,, 
i 1—1 
1 - 2,3,... remains to be determined. 
We now obtain some results about group-free semlautomata which make 
use of the availability of group semiautomata. We show that 
Un e SP(GyU1) for all n, where G is the complete group semiautomaton on 
2 states. The proof is given in the Appendix. In this direction, 
U &n = SP(GyU.) is an open problem. 
n«0 " x 
6. THE GROUP-FREE CASE II 
In the last section we studied the group-free semiautomata without 
making any distinction between a semiautomaton and its completion. In 
order to differentiate between a semiautomaton and its completion, as 
in the section on the group case, we need to consider the following 
equivalence relation on semiautomata. 
Definition: Two semiautomata A and B are said to be strongly-equivalent 
(SE) iff SP(A) - SP(B). 
An important distinction is made between the complete flip-flop W and 
the delay element V. 
G <> 
w: e,
^^5^e,° v: & $ ^ 
I I 
The difference between W and V is that W has an identity input present 
in it, whereas V does not. The following result brings out the differ-
ence in their capabilities under series-parallel closure. 
W S = {e, 0, l},the semigroup of W. 
S • {0, 1}, the semigroup of V. 
Also MW - SW - MV - {e, 0, 1} 
We shall use the following result proved in 7-11 of [3]. 
W Fact: If the semigroup S is a homomorphic image of a finite semigroup 
W T, then T has a subsemigroup Isomorphic to S . 
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Proposition 14t Let B, C, D be semlautomata such that B « C « D. 
W B W C 
If the semigroup S divides the semigroup S , then either S divides S 
or SW divides SD. 
Wi B B W 
Proof: Since S |S , there is a subsemigroup T of S such that S 
is a homomorphic image of T. 
g 
By the fact quoted above, there is in T, hence, in S , a subsemi-
B B B W 
group • {z , x , y } which is isomorphic to S . 
B B B 
Let z be the 2-sided identity and x , y the two right zeros in 
this semigroup, i.e., B 
z 
B 
X 
B 
y 
B 
X 
B 
X 
B 
X 
B 
y 
B 
y 
B 
y 
g g 
Since x j* y (in the series-parallel connection B) there is a 
g g g 
state (p, q) in Q such that (p, q)x • (p1, q^ i* (p2» q2) = (p, q)y . 
Using the above multiplication table, we get: 
B B B B 
(p1,q1)z - (p,q)x z - (p,q)x - (p^q^. 
B B B B 
(p1»q1)x • (p>q)x x - (p.q)x - (p^q^. 
B B B B 
<Pi»qi)y " < P » O X y - (p»q)y - (p2»q2). 
B B B B 
(p2»q2)z • (p.q)y z • (p»q)y » (p2iq2). 
B B B B 
(p2»q2)x • (p»q)y x - (p,q)x - ( P J ^ ) . 
B B B B 
(p2»q2)y - (p»q)y y • (p.q)y - (p2»q2). 
.(2) 
.(3) 
_(A> 
.(5) 
.(6) 
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Suppose pj^  i* p2. 
Then in the semiautomaton C 
V
""^ an, P ^ * P l an, ^ ' ^ 
c c c c 
in other words z , x , y are 3 distinct elements in S and they satisfy 
B B B B C C C 
the same relations as z , x , y in S . Hence {z , x , y } forms a 
C W Wi C 
subsemigroup in S isomorphic to S or S |S . 
if Pj^  = P2» t h e n q-L >* q2 since (p1»q1> + (p2»q2). 
B B 
Notation: Given the element x e S , it introduces a corresponding 
mapping on the state set of D depending on the beginning state of C. 
C B B B 
For p e Q and x «* (aia2• * *aiJ e s » denote 
r/ \ iD r/ c \ in r/ C C * ,D
 r, C C C v .D D [(p,a1)wj [(pa^ a2)w] [(pa]L a2, a3)w] .. .[(v^ a2%*,ak-iak'wJ " x p 
where x lies in S and w is the connecting map 
w: 0° x IC - ID, IC - iB. 
Using the above notation and the equations (1)—(6) we get 
<P1iq1)« " (Pj^q]) thus qxz - q1 
(p1,q2)«B - (Pl,q2) thus q2zj - q2 
(p^q^x " (p^q^) thus q±x - qx 
(p1.q2)x - (p^q^ thus q2x? • qx 
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(p1.q1)y - (P1»<J2) thus qxyp • q2 
(p1,q2)yB - (Prq2) thus q 2y^ - q2 
Thus the restrictions of the mappings z , x , y in S to the 
pl pl pl 
elements {q,,q2} of Q are given by 
q l 
q 2 
D 
z 
p l 
q l 
q 2 
D 
X 
p l 
q l 
q l 
D 
^ 1 
q 2 
q 2 
w 
These three distinct mappings form a semigroup isomorphic to S . Also 
this semigroup is a homorphic image of the subsemigroup of S generated 
by z , x , y . Hence S Is . This proves the proposition. 
Pl Pl Pl 
Cor. 1: Let Jjfi be a set of semiautomata. If S |s for some 
semiautomaton B in SP(tfl), then there is A in 7TL such that S |s . 
If B e SP (fll) then either B » C ° D or B|E where C, D, E lie in 
SPn_1(Wl). If B - C o D, then SW|sC°D and by prop. 14, SW divides SC 
or SD. If B|E then SB|sE and again SW|sE. Thus SW|sB' for some B' 
In SPn_1(7W). Since SP^/ft) - 7H , by an induction argument, we can 
show that 3 A e 771 such that SW|sA. Hence if W e SP(ffl), then there 
is a semiautomaton A in 771 such that S Is . 
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Cor. 2: W 4 SP(V) for S , the semigroup of the delay element, 
W is not divisible by S , the semigroup of the complete flip-flop. 
In fact the complete flip-flop W cannot be constructed from the 
collection of all group semiautomata, the complete U for all n and the 
delay element V. Next we obtain a similar "irreducibility" result for 
the semiautomaton U.. S 1, the semigroup of U. equals {e, 0} where 'e* 
is the two-sided identity and '0' is a zero. Let R be a semigroup 
isomorphic to S •••, 
Proposition 15: Let B, C, D be semiautomata such that B «* C o D. 
B C 
If the semigroup R divides the semigroup S , then either R divides S 
or R divides S . 
W Proof: Using a result for R analogous to the one for S , let 
B B B 
{e , x } form a subsemigroup of S , isomorphic to R where B = C o D. 
B B 
Let e and x be the identity and the right zero respectively. 
g g g 
Since e j* x , there is a state (p,q) in Q such that 
B B 
(p,q)e - (vvqx) + (P2»q2> e (p.q)x . 
Using the above multiplication table, we get 
(Pj.q^e - (p,q)e e •» (p,q)e - (p-j^) 
B B B B 
(P2»q2)e - (p,q)x e - (p,q)x » (p2,q2) 
B B B B (P^q^x - (p,q)e x " (p,q)x - (p2,q2) 
B B B B (P2»q2)x - (p,q)x x - (p,q)x - (p2,q2). 
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Suppose p. i* p2 
then in the semiautomaton C 
c . 
pl e " pl 
C 
P2e - P2 
, 
C 
V "p2 
C 
P2x - p2 
C C c 
so that e and x are distinct elements in S . 
c c c 
Therefore {e ,x } forms a subsemigroup of S which is isomorphic to R, 
i.e., R|SC. 
If Px = P2 then q± + q2 B i 
Now (p, »q,)e « (Pi.q-,) thus q,e, '1,M1 l"1!' '1-P! Ml 
B (p1,q2)e • (P1»Q2) thus q2ep - q2 
and 
B D 
(p^q^x - (P1»q2) thus qxxp - q2 
B (Pl,q2)x - (Pl,q2) thus q2x - q2 
Thus the restrictions of the mappings e_ , x of Q in S to the 
states {q^qo^ a r e 
q l 
q2 
D 
e 
pl 
ql 
q2 
D 
X 
pl 
q2 
q2 
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These two distinct restrictions of mappings form a semigroup isomorphic 
to R. Also this semigroup is a homomorphic image of the subsemigroup 
of S generated by e , x . Hence R|s which proves the proposition. 
pl pl 
Cor. 1: Let Tfi be a set of semiautomata. If S l|s for some 
semiautomaton B in SP(Tft), then 3 A e 772 such that S 1|s . 
This follows in a similar way as the cor. 1 to prop. 14, using prop. 15. 
Hence, if U. e SP(Wl), then 3 A e 771 such that SUl|sA. 
Cor. 2: U. $ SP(V) for the semigroup S of the delay element V, 
is not divisible by SU1. 
Propositions 14 and 15 show the importance of the availability of an 
identity input in a semiautomaton. In order to discuss the significance 
of the identity input, we define a partial completion of a semiautomaton. 
Definition: Let A be a semiautomaton. The partial completion of A 
is the semiautomaton A such that Q*- • Q , lA = S and for t in 
A A A — 
S , t— = t . The partial completion A differs from the completion A 
only when the identity transformation cannot be represented as a non-
A. 
empty string of input letters. If there is an input 'a' in I such that 
A, 
'a' is a permutation on Q , then some power of 'a' gives the identity 
A — transformation on Q and hence A » A. However, if A is group-free then 
no non-empty string can permute the states of A, so that A and A are 
distinct unless the identity transformation is given by an input letter 
A — 
already present in I . Also A and A may be distinct for a semiautomaton 
A which is not group-free. 
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We shall look at the following equivalence relation in terms of 
the partial completion of a semiautomaton. 
Definition; Two semiautomata A and B are said to be seml-strongly 
equivalent (PR) iff SP(A) - SP(B). 
Under this relation of semi-strong equivalence, the complex 
structure of partially-ordered semiautomata is exhibited. 
For each integer n, consider the following n + 1 semiautomata. 
An,0! (j>*-©-*-0->- --^-<2^>4HSI) 0 
A n , l : (i>*^2>-*-(4>*- -4^n-2>HM2nI)0»l 
I 
A n,2 : ( j > M ^ y H J > ^ ^ -»—<2n-£) • (EgR 0,1 
£) (5 
'O.l ^ 0 , 1 
An,n-1 : C^J<!>^H5^ ^ ^ i > - M § D °.' 
jT) (J) ^^J)0'1 
^ 0 ^ 0 ^ 0 0 ^—^ 0 ^ . 
t?o,i Wo, 1 vJo i^ t n 5 j 
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For any integer n, and j < n, in the semiautomaton A ., n giveshthe 
~~ "»J 
maximum number of levels before the semiautomaton goes into a dead 
state and j gives the maximum number of levels after which the semiauto-
maton goes into a unique dead state. 
We shall show that the following relationship exists between these 
semiautomata. 
A10 
+ 
A20 
+ 
A30 
+ 
•*-
•*• 
• « -
All 
+ 
A21 
+ 
A31 
+ 
•*• 
•*-
A22 
+ 
A32 
+ 
• * • A33 
+ 
A
 n •*• A , •*• A / , - < - A 0 ^ - A / - « - . . . - < - A n,0 n,l n,2 n,3 n,4 n,n 
Fig. 1 
where X •*• Y denotes the relation X e SP(Y), i.e., semiautomaton X can 
be obtained from semiautomaton Y using series-parallel connections. 
Proposition 16; There exists a homomorphism h which maps A 
onto A . . for all integers n and all j < n. 
n-1, j 
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Proof: Let the state set of A^  . be 
n,j 
{1,2,3 2j,2j+l,2j+2,2j+4 2n-2,2n} 
Since j < n, (2n-2)a - 2n for a l l inputs 'a ' . 
Let QAn-l,j - { 1 , 2 , 3 , . . . , 2 j , 2 j+ l ,2 j+2 ,2 j+4 , . . . , 2n-2}. 
A_ A 
Define the mapping h: Q11*! •*• Q n~l|j as the identity map on all 
states except '2n' which maps on to '2n-2'. 
h is clearly a homomorphism of A . onto A , . 
Proposition 17: A . e SP(A ...) for all n and all j < n-1. r
 n,j n,j+i — 
Proof: To obtain A . in the series-parallel closure of A ..., 
n,j r n,j+l 
we make the following construction. We shall make a series-parallel 
connection of 2 copies of A . . and then take a homomorphic image of it. 
n, j+1 
Let the state set Q of A . . be 
n,j"r± 
{1,2,3,..., 2j,2j+l,2j+2,2j+3,2j+4,2j+6,..., 2n} 
where 3,5 2j+l,2j+3,2n are dead states. 
and (2k)0 - 2k+2 
(2k)1 - 2k+3 
for k - 1,2 j and (1)0 - 2 
(1)1 « 3 
and (2k)a - 2k+2 for k » j+1 n. 
Form a series-parallel connection C of 2 copies of A ... and take the 
n,jTi 
subsemiautomaton D of C generated by the state (1,1) under the inputs 
x and y given by x • I II and y » 
I 
0 
II 
0 
I 
1 
II 
other 
2j 
1 
0 
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The subsemiautomaton D is given by 
The mapping of Q given by 
(k,k) •*• k for k = 1,2,3 2j+2,2j+4..., 2n. 
(2j+3,k) •*• k for k = 2j+2,2j+4 2n. 
clearly gives a homomorphism of D onto A .. 
n
»3 
Hence A . e SP(A . . . ) . 
n,j n,j+r 
Proposition 16 establishes all vertical arrows and proposition 17 
establishes all horizontal arrows. Thus the relations in Fig. 1 are 
completely proved. 
In the opposite direction, we shall show the following stronger results. 
(1) An>j t SP^A^ j) for all n 
and (2) A . I SP(A . .) for all n 
n,j -n,j-l 
Consider the following property 
Definition Property D.: 
Given a semiautomaton A - (Q, I, f), for each integer k • 1,2,3,..., 
A is said to have property D. , if after an application of a string of 
k letters, each state of A goes to a dead state of A, i.e., for all q 
in Q and for 
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t » a.a2a3...a. where a. e I, i • 1,2,..., k 
we have (qt)a - qt for all a in I. 
If a semiautomaton has property D. for some k, it has property 
D for all n > k. 
n — 
Theorem 5: Let 772 be a set of automata. Suppose that for some n 
all semiautomata in 771 have property Dn. Then for all B in SP(77D, B 
has property D . 
00 
Proof: Since SP(Tft) = ^ SP^TO, 
we use induction on i to prove the above result. 
SP-(??2) « ?7l » so for 1 = 1 the result holds. 
Suppose the result holds for the semiautomata in SP.CTW). 
To show that the semiautomata in SP .(fit) have property D . 
Let B e SP1+1(?ft), then 
either (1) B - K^K^Kg... °Kt, where Kj.Kj.Kg Kt lie in SP±(77i). 
or (2) B|K where K lies in SP^ffl). 
Case (1): Suppose B «= K, »K,o... «K where each K. has property D . 
——~——— x z t i n 
To show B has property D . 
g 
Let q • (q1,q2,..., qfc) lie in Q and let t • a.a2<a. a . 
When the input string t is applied to q, an input string of length n 
is applied to each of the states q1»q2,..., q.. Since each K. has 
property DR, each q± goes to a dead state under the action of t. Hence 
qt is a dead state in B. Therefore B has property D . 
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Case (11)t Suppose B|K where K lies in SP.(/ft). 
Then there is a subsemiautomaton L of K such that L maps homomorphlcally 
onto B. If each state of K goes to a dead state under the action of an 
input string of length n, then since L is a subautomaton of K, each 
state of L will also go to a dead state under the application of an 
input string of length n. Hence L has property D . 
L B B L 
Let h: Q •*• Q and G: I •+• I be the mappings which define the 
homomorphism of L onto B. 
B B 
Let q e Q and t « a, a„a,... a„ for a. in I . 1 2 3 n 1 
g 
To show (qt)a • qt for all a in I . 
Let p e Q such that (p)h = q. 
Since L has property D , we get 
[pG(a1) G(a2)... G(an)] G(a) - PG(a;L) G(a2)... G(an) 
Applying the homomorphism h to the above equation, we get 
(p[G(a1) G(a2)... G(an)]G(a))h - (pJMa^... ana) 
- q(a1a2... ana) 
and (p G(a1) G(a2)...G(an)) h - (p)h(a1a2... an) 
- q(a1a2... an) 
Hence q(a1a0... a a) » q(a1a„... a ) i £• n i / n 
or (qt)a • qt 
so that B has property D . 
In each case the induction step is completed. Hence the theorem holds. 
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Cor.: A .. , £ SP(A ) for all n and k < n+1. 
n+l,k T -n,n — 
The semiautomaton A has property D , so by theorem 5, all semiautomata 
in SP(A ) have property D . But the semiautomaton A .. , does not have 
-m,n r r J n n+l,k 
A A 
property D for '1' in Q n+l»k and '0' in I n+l,^ we have 
(l)0n - 2n and (2n)0 = 2n + 2 
i.e., '2n' is not a dead state. Hence the corolory. 
This shows that none of the vertical arrows goes in the other direction. 
Definition Property E, : 
Given a semiautomaton A = (Q, I, f), for each integer k = 1,2,3 
A is said to have property E. , if each state of A is taken by any input 
string of length k or more to a state which is followed by a unique dead 
state, i.e., for all q in Q and all t • a-a2... a,, with a. in I, there 
is a dead state d in Q such that q(a.a2... a.)t' • d for some input 
string t' in I* and there is no other dead state d' which follows 
q(a^a2...a. ). 
Definition Property F: 
A partially-complete semiautomaton A = (Q, I, f) is said to have 
property F iff for each q in Q, if there is an input a in I such that 
qa = q, then for all b in I, qb • q. If a partially-complete semiauto-
maton A has property F then A is partially ordered and group-free. 
Theorem 6: Let 7ti be a set of partially-complete semiautomata. 
Suppose that for some n each semiautomaton A in 771 has property F and 
property E . Then for all B in SP(ffl), B has properties F and E . 
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Proof; Since SPC772) - y SP C772) 
i"l * 
we use induction on i to prove the above result. 
SP. (771) - 771 » so for 1 - 1 , the result holds. 
Let the semiautomata in SP.(TTZ) have property F and property E . 
Let B e SP... (777), to show that B has properties F and E . 
Case (i); Let B « Ki 0^ 0 • • • °K where each K. lies in SP.(77Z) 
and so each K. has properties E and F. 
g 
Let q = (q^qg...., qt) lie in Q . 
g 
Suppose for some input 'a' in I , qa • q, i.e., (q-,q2,q.... q )a « 
(q1»q2»»««» qt)« 
,K4 
Then for each j, q.a • q for a. in I J. 
Since K. has property F, q b = q. for all b in I j. 
Since this is true for each j, (q,,q2,..., q.)b = (q1,q2,»<«, qfc) for 
g 
all b in I and hence B has property F. 
g 
Let t » a-a0... a with a. in I * 
Let qt » (r^,!-,..., r ). Then q.t. • r. for j = 1,2,..., t where each 
t. is a string of length n. 
Since K. has property E , there is a dead state d. and a string t' 
such that r.t' • d.. 
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g 
Then (d.,d2,..., d ) in Q is a dead state which follows qt, for the 
lengths of the strings t! can be made the same by taking the longest t' 
and lengthening the other t', if necessary. 
If there were another dead state following qt, say (d|, d',..., d') 
with d. i* d' for some j, then there is at least one input letter x. in 
I 3 such that d!x. = d*. But K. has property F and hence d' is a dead 
state following r. so that E for K. is violated. Hence B has property 
V 
Case (ii); B|K where K lies in SP.(77l) and therefore K has 
properties F and E . 
Then there is a subsemiautomaton L of K such that L maps homomorphlcally 
onto B. Then QLe= QK, lLe= IK and tL = tK fQL. Let q e QL and let 
L K 
qa = q for some 'a' in I . Then qa = q for all 'a' in I for K has 
property F. In turn, qa » q for all 'a' in I so that L has property F. 
Let t = a,a„,.. a with a. in I . 
L z. n 1 
Then qt is followed by a dead state in L, for let a e I and |Q | = m 
2 m 
then qt, (qt)a, (qt)a ,..., (qt)a cannot all be distinct and since 
r r+1 
L is group-free, we must have (qt)a « (qt)a for some r. Then 
(qta )a » qta , so by property F, qta is a dead state. Suppose d., d. 
are two distinct dead states following qt in L. Then d.a. «= d. and 
L d2a2 - d2 for some a^ a, in I . These transitions are true in K and 
since K has property F, d., d2 are dead states in K following qt which 
violates E . Hence L has properties F and E . 
n r n 
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Now L maps homomorphlcally onto B. By suitable choice we can make 
B L LB 
1 = 1 and let h: Q •*• Q be the map defining the homomorphism. 
B B 
Let q e Q and let qa * q for some a in I . 
Since h is onto, let {p-i,P~,..., p } be the non-empty set of states 
of L which maps onto q. Then {p.,p2,..., p } a e { p ,p ,..., p }. 
Since 'a' cannot be a non-trivial permutation on {p.,p.,..., p } or on 
any subset with 2 or more states, we must have p.a - p for some j, 
1 < j <.m. 
Since L has property F, p. is a dead state in L, which Implies that 
(p.)h = q is a dead state in B. Hence B has property F. 
g 
Let t - a,a„... a , with a.in I . 
Since L has property E , there is a dead state d in Q which follows 
p.t. Now (d)h is a dead state in B which follows qt. For if 
( p ^ t ' - d then (qt)t' - (p.,h)tt' - (pjtt')h - (d)h. 
If d., d_ are two distinct dead states following qt in L, then in 
{d.} h , there is at least one dead state of L and similarly in {d.}h 
and these 2 distinct dead states follow p.t in L which contradicts 
that L has property E . Hence B has properties F and E . 
In each case the induction step is completed. Hence the theorem holds. 
Cor.: A , .- k SP(A , ) for all n and 0 < k < n - 1. 
^ — n,K+x T —n,K — — 
The semiautomaton A . has properties E. and F, so by theorem 6, all 
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semiautomata in SP(A , ) have property E, . But A ... does not have 
Tl, K K n, ICTJL 
property Efe for »1» in qA0***! and '0' in ifn.fctt^ we have 
(l)0k - 2k 
but '2k+3' and '2n* are two distinct dead states in A ... which 
n,k+l 
follow '2k'. Hence the cor. 
Thus we have established the two results: 
(1) An A SP(A ) for all n. 
n,j T -n-l,j 
(11) An i SP(A .) for all n. 
n»j T ~n,j-l 
which, in turn, show that none of the arrows in Fig. 1 go in the 
opposite direction even when partial completion of the semiautomaton 
is allowed. Note that including an identity input letter makes all 
these semiautomata strongly equivalent to U.. Also this shows that 
each of these A . will determine a distinct equivalence class under 
the semi-strong equivalence relation. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The decomposition of semiautomata has been studied from various 
points of view in the literature. In the Krohn-Rhodes decomposition 
theorem, an assumption about the completion of semiautomata was made 
and the need for the complete flip-flop W was shown only in the con-
struction of the semiautomaton whose monoid was divisible by the monoid 
of the flip-flop. It is important to know what can be accomplished by 
taking series-parallel connections of the semiautomata which are not 
complete. The number of inputs available to a semiautomaton can make a 
difference in its capability under series-parallel closure as is shown 
in the introduction. In section 4 of this work the relationship of a 
semiautomaton and its completion is studied. It is shown that for a 
semiautomaton A whose monoid M is a cyclic group and whose input 
alphabet has two inputs giving distinct transformations of the state 
A — 
set Q , we can construct the completion A of A in SP(A). Hence 
SP(A) * SP(A). This shows that the above semiautomaton A and its com-
pletion have the same capability modulo series-parallel closure. 
Further a result about a set 772 of semiautomata is shown. Here, if 
771 is a set of semiautomata whose monoids are cyclic groups such that 
at least one of these semiautomata has two inputs giving distinct 
transformations, then the completion of each of these semiautomata lies 
in SP(771). These two results together enable us to determine exactly 
what components are required for the construction of a semiautomaton 
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whose monoid is a solvable group. To get an analogous result for an 
arbitrary group semiautomaton, we need to determine the relationship of 
a semiautomaton whose monoid is a simple non-abellan group and its 
completion, which remains to be solved. 
In sections 5-6, we studied the question of the necessity of the 
complete flip-flop W in the construction of semiautomata using series-
parallel connections. In section 5 no distinction is made between a 
semiautomaton and its completion. An equivalence relation, weakly-
equivalence WE, based on the capabilities of semiautomata under series-
parallel closure is defined. The determination of equivalence classes 
under this relation WE would provide significant information about the 
structure and strength of semiautomata and should lead to the complete 
solution of the decomposition problem. We establish a hierarchy of 
group-free complete semiautomata with increasing strength which do not 
have the capability of the complete flip-flop W. This result yields a 
division of group-free semiautomata into a countable number of classes. 
Each class is shown to be a union of several (one or more) equivalence 
classes under WE. Some of these classes are shown to form a single 
equivalence class under WE. The exact equivalence classes within the 
other classes remain to be determined. 
In section 6 the group-free semiautomata are considered distinctly 
from their completions. The first two propositions show the importance 
of the availability of the identity input in series-parallel connections. 
A new equivalence relation which takes into consideration the non-
availability of the identity input is defined. This relation brings out 
the complex structure of partially-ordered semiautomata. A possible 
direction for future work is the determination of the equivalence classes 
under this equivalence relation. 
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APPENDIX 
We give here the proof of the result U e SP(GyU.) mentioned in 
the section 6. G is the complete group semiautomata on 2 states, i.e., 
G G 
let Q •= {1,2}, I - {e,a} with e as the identity input and la » 2, 
2a » 1. Let QU1 «= {1,2} and IU1 - {e,0} with e as the identity input 
and 0 as the reset to state 2. 
Proposition 12: U2 e SP(GyU1) 
Proof: Let A be the series-parallel connection G°U., with the 
input set I = {x,y} , where 
G 
a 
U l 
1 
2 
e 
0 
and y = 
G 
a 
U. 
1 
2 
0 
e 
The partition 
II - ( {(1,1)}, {(2,1)} , {(1,2),(2,2)}) 
of the state set Q is admissible for {(1,2),(2,2)} • QG x {2} 
goes into itself under all inputs of A. 
In the quotient semiautomaton B • A/II, we get (l,l)x • (2,1) and 
(2,l)y • (1,1) and all other transitions lead to the dead state 
{(1,2),(2,2)}. Hence B is isomorphic to U2> .*. U2 SP(GyU-). 
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Proposition 13; Let 772 be a set of complete semiautomata. 
Suppose A e SP(7/]), then A e SP(772). 
Proof : Since SP(7ft) - y SP.(772), A e SP(772) implies that 
i-1 1 
A e SP. (772) for some integer j. 
We shall show that A e SP. (771) by induction on j. 
For j • 1, SP. (772) = 772 » so that A e 771 and all semiautomata in 
are complete, hence A e SP. (771) • 
Let the hypothesis hold for some integer k. 
Let A e SPk+1(772)« Then either 
(i) A =(CoD) , where C,D lie in SP, (777) and w: QC x IC •*• ID. 
w iC 
Then by induction, C~,D lie in SP, (7JD and A = (C«>D) , where the mapping 
K V 
v: Q x I -*• I is given by 
(f c c" C 
for p E Q = Q and t e I , then t =• a.a2 ... a , with a. in I , 
v(p,a1a2 ... an) = v(p,a1)v(pa1,a2) ... v(pa1a2 ... a n - 1 an) 
.*. A e SPk+1(77l). 
or (ii) A | E for some E in SP, (771), then A is a homomorphic image of 
a subsemiautomaton F of E. By induction E e SP, (7M) • Then F is a 
—* E 
subsemiautomaton of E and since the partition of the states of Q , 
E E~ — 
which is admissible under I , is also admissible under I , A is a 
homomorphic image of F and hence A|E. .'. A e SP. .(771). 
Thus in each case the induction step is completed. Hence the result. 
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Theorem 4; U e SP(GyU-) for all integer n. 
Proof: Let A be a semiautomaton with Q - {1,2, ..., 2 } 
and IA - {a} such that for >.V i e QA, la • i+1, 2ma - 1, and 2m >_ n. 
Then M is a cyclic group of order 2 and A e SP(G). 
— B 
Take the series-parallel connection B - A » U1 with I • {x,y}, where 
A U, 
a 
l ' 
• 
• 
• 
n-1 
n 
n+1 
• 
• 
• 
2m 
e 
e 
0 
0 
0 
The partition 
n - ({(1,1)}, {(2,1)} {(n,l)}, {(n+1,1),..., (2m,l), QAx{2}}) 
of the state set QB is admissible for (j,l)s e Q x {2} for j = n+l,...,2m, 
and for s e IB and {QA x {2}}s - QA x {2}. 
In the quotient semiautomaton C - B/n, we get 
(l,l)x - (2,1), (2,l)x - (3,1) (n-l,l)x - (n,l) and (n,l)y - (1,1) 
m A 
and all other transitions lead to the dead state {(n+1,1),...,(2 ,1),Q x{2}}. 
A 
k+1 
a 
U l 
1 
• 
• 
• 
n-1 
n 
n+1 
«m 2 
0 
0 
e 
0 
0 
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Hence C is Isomorphic to U . .*. U e SP(GnU,). However both G 
n n v' j. 
and U. are complete, hence, by prop. 13, we get that U e SP(GyU.). 
The above result can be generalized to the case where G is any 
complete group semiautomaton, since we did not make any special use of 
the fact that G has 2 states. The next step in this direction is to 
00 
show whether or not " (j {P c=SP(GuU1)" is true. This shows that 
n=0 n x 
the mixture of group and group-free semiautomata gives results which 
cannot be inferred from either type studied alone. 
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